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Paris. Ainssi demurent du frank' au seigneur cc. xxxiiij. ii. xv. 
s. Paris, a paier en ij. ans a iiij. termes, chascun an cxvij. Ii. vii. 
s. vj. d. Paris' a ij. termes, nostre dame en Septembre 7 et Bohour- 
dich,8 a chascun terme Lviij. Ei. xiij. s. ix. d. Paris, le primer terme 
de paiement comensant a le nostre dame en Septembre lan xxx. pur 
son paiement de Bohordich et nostre dame en Septembre, eschenz 
en ceste accompte, et est uncore j. terme de paiement a venir, c. xvij. 
Ii. vij. s. vj. d. Paris, lez quex 1i sont quitie de la grace du Roi den- 
gleterre nosseigneur tant du temps de ceste accompte pour paier 
mailles pur Paris, dont 1i receueur ce charge .Lviij. li. 
xiij. s. ix. d. 

SAMUEL MOORE. 
University of Michigan. 

ON THE ORIGIN OF PROBATIONARY ODES FOR THE 
LA UREA TSHIP. 

If the reader whose mental palate is pleased by the sharp taste 
of parody thinks back through the nineteenth century to the Re- 
jected Addresses of the brothers Smith, and beyond their happy 
verses to the Anti-Jacobin's political parodies, and a dozen years 
beyond those earlier masterpieces, he remembers the pungent savor 
of Probationary Odes for the Laureatship. This series of burlesque 
poems, produced by the sctribbling followers iand friends of Charles 
Fox, soon after their triumphant publication of Criticisms on the 
Rolliad, is sufficiently important in the history of English satire 
to justify some interest in the subject of its origins. 

Obviously William Whitehead was in a certain sense an indis- 
pen-sable link in the chain of circumstances which brought about 
the appearance of the joviial parodies in question. For Whitehead 
was Poet-Laureat, and had he not died in 1785 the mock odes in 
competition for his vacant place certainly would not have been 
written in that year and might never have been written at all. 
In quite another way also he was unwittingly responsible for the 
inception of the clever notion which grew into the " probationary" 
poems of the wits of Brooks's. Although it has been customary to 
find a source for the Odes in Isaac Browne'.s The Pipe of Tobacco 

'September 8, the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin. 
8 " Nom donn6 au premier et au second dimanche de cargme " (Godefroy, 

Dictionn,aire de t'Ancienne Lan gue Franyaise, I, 613, S. v. behordeis, of 
which bohourdis, bouhourdich, etc., are variant forms). 

2 
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(1736),' the idea from which they were developed is traceable to a 
satire which owed its origin to a poem of Whitehead's own. What- 
ever may have been their remote inheritance from the satires in 
the "Parnassian" tradition or from the parodies of Pope or of 
Browne, the Probationary Odes are descended in a direct but ille- 
gitimate line from the aged laureat's long-winded fable entitled The 
Goat's Beard (1777). 

The least insignificant fact about this rambling inflation of eight 
lines of Phaedrus is that it provoked a reply called The Asses Ears 
(1777), an anonymous poem in a very thin pamphlet. In this 
ephemeral satire appears the basic idea of the Probationary Odes. 
The fable is to this effect: Jove assembled all the animals and 
announced his intention of naming one of their number Poet- 
Laureat and decorating him with the spacious ears 

Which erst to Midas were assign'd, 
To mark the mon;arch's critic mind. 

The Monkey, the Fox, the Dog, and the Bear presented themselves 
ill turn, each arguing for his own candidacy. Doctor Johnson as 
the Bear almost won the coveted prize. This was his sentence: 

'Tho' for your voyage the envied meed, 
Might to your brows have been decreed, 
And well your tracts of politics, 
Might on your head the trophy fix, 
Yet as some things which once you writ, 
Are stigmatiz'd with sense and wit, 
We deem you for the place unfit.' 

The next aspirant, the Ass, presented his case in part as follows: 

'Have I, on any one pretence, 
Been known to deviate into sense? 
Who then is versed like me to cheer, 
With tranquil sounds Jove's quiet ear, 

ISee Fuess, Lord Byron as a Satirist in Verse (New York, 1912), 28. 
With almost as good reason the source-hunter might go back two years 
beyond the Pipe of Tobacco to a collection of poems which were actually 
written in competition for a prize, The Contest: being Poetical Essays on 
the Quteen's Grotto, wrote in consequence of an invita,tion in the Gentle- 
man's Magazine for April, 1733, wherein was Proposed, that the Author of 
the Best Piece be entitled to a volume for that year, Royat Paper, and 
finely bound in Morocco; and the Author of the second Best, to a voltwe 
Common Paper (London, 1734). 
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And lull to rest the high abodes, 
With New-year songs and Birth-day Odes? 1 2 

He was elected by acclamation. 
There we have quite conventional satire in the arguments of 

beastly bards concerning their rights to claim first place among the 
poets. In The Wr-eath of Fashion (1778), Richard Tickell sug- 
gested a more artistic treatment of much the same theme. The 
subject of a competition among poets for a laureatship is by no 
means so original that the appearance of two adaptations of it in 
the same city in successive years proves that the second is derived 
from the first. Attendant circumstances, however, particularly the 
fact that both are directly concerned with Whitehead's fable of 
The Goat's Beard, make it seem likely that Tickell either took a 
hint for The Wreath from The Asses Ears or else himself wrote 
both pieces. The immediate suggestion for Tickell's new treatment 
of the old material came from Lord Clare's Verses addressed to the 
Queen with a New Year's Gift of Irish Poplin (1775).3 The 
satirist explains in a note that " the recollection of the Poplin leads 
to a digression, in the Pindaric stile of all Laureats." The speaker 
is NVhitehead, and this is his digression: 

'What, if some rival Bard my empire share! 
Yet, yet, I tremble at the name of Clare. 
Pindar to Clare had yielded-so did I- 
Alas, can Poetry with Poplin vie! 
Ah me! if Poets barter for applause, 
How Jerningham will thrive on flimsy gause! 
What tatter'd tinsel Luttrell will display! 
Carmarthen, sattin- Carlisle, paduasoy! 
Garrick will follow his old remnant trade; 
He'll buy my place with Jubilee-brocade. 
While Anstey, the reversion to obtain, 
Vamps his Bath drugget, till he spoils the grain. 
Perish the thought! hence visionary fear! 
Phoebus, or Phaedrus', shall old Whitehead cheer. 
Behold their nobler gift: be this preferr'd! ' 
He said; and proudly brandish'd the Goat's beard.4 

2 The Asses Ears, a Faable. Addressed to the Author of The Goc6t's Beard 
(Lzondon, 1777), 5, 8, 10. 

'This piece was the object of a parody entitled: Verses addressed to the 
with a New Year's Gift of Irish Potatoes by Lord Knows Who. 

In Imitatiun of a Iate Poem (London, 1775). 
4The School for Satire: or, A Collection of Modern Satirical Poems writ- 
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From these lines it is evident that Tickell took up the idea of a 
competition of poets for the laureatship and extended his treat- 
ment of it to include a suggestion that the poets should not only 
plead their own causes but should bring gifts ;and specimens of 
their composition as well. Therein lies the originality of the Pro- 
bationary Odes, that they are in pretence samples offered by various 
ambitious bards as representative of the verses they could write 
fo'r the King. The fact that Tickell had the idea seven years be- 
fore it was employed in the series of parodies does not prove that 
he was responsible for its application in that series. But such a 
connection is made to seem probable by the details of his connection 
with the Whig pamphleteers of the Rolliad group. In 1778 he 
made his name by publishing Anticipation, a clever prose satire 
against the ministry. Soon he turned to supporting the party in 
power, but he returned to the side of Fox and the Whigs within a 
year or two, apparently by the persuasions of his brother-in-law, 
Richard Brinsley Sheridan. Tickell was, so far as records show, 
only a minor contributor to the Criticisms on the Rolliad, surely 
not a leading spirit in the work. On the other hand, it is certain 
that he took an important part in the production of the Proba- 
tionary Odes for the Laureatship, writing much of the introductory 
matter in prose and all of two odes and having a hand in the manu- 
facture of at least one other.5 Indicative that he had done literary 
work of importance to the Whigs is the fact that in 1785 he 
achieved the goal of his ambition, election to membership in the 
distinguished club which met at Brooks's.0 On the whole, it seems 
more than likely that Richard Tickell was the prime mover in the 
conception of the Probationary Odes, that he nursed the idea for 
several years, and that he actually derived the inspiration for it 
from the laureat poet William Whitehead. 

R. C. WHITFORD. 
Knox College. 

ten during the present reign (London, 1801), 153-154. The Wreath of 
Fashion occupies pp. 143-159. 

"For information concerning Tickell's share in the authorship of the 
various papers in the Rolliad series, see Notes and Queries ii, 114. 373; 
III, 129-131. Cf. also Moore's Life of Sheridan, i, 420 f. 

"W. Fraser Rae, Sheridan, I, 357. Of. Walter Sichel, Sheridan, I, 442 ff. 
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